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Predict, prevent & protect against threats
to North African energy assets

16 expert speakers including

Benefits of attending
• Benchmark your security strategy in a complex operating
environment: Discover how BG Group, Shell, and Technip
are managing the risk of unrest and extremism to maintain
operational success
• Ensure you are applying the lessons from In Amenas in
your operations: Statoil shares crucial details of and lessons
learned from North Africa’s most serious security incident
• Uncover common solutions to shared threats with industry
peers: Join Baker Hughes, KBR, Dana Petroleum and the
remainder of the North African security community to
develop an industry roadmap to security success
• Tackle the country-specific challenges of operating in Libya,
Egypt, Algeria and beyond: Tailor your security strategy to
provide maximum asset security in the highest risk countries
in North Africa with Pico, OMV, and more

Pre-Conference Workshop: 9th December 2013
Improving Incident Response & Crisis Management Capabilities in a
Complex North African Operating Environment

Post Conference Training Day: 12th December 2013
Practical Training Day: Effectively Implementing Risk Assessments
And Applying Risk Intelligence To Create A Robust Security Strategy

What the industry is saying about this event
“This is a unique opportunity to gain knowledge, exchange
experiences and enhance preparedness for different
crises scenarios. A great deal can be learned from the
experienced figures who will be attending the event.”
Sherif Amin, HSE Director, Pico International Petroleum

Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

9th – 12th December 2013
Malta

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685

www.ogis-northafrica.com

Brigadier Hugh Blackman (UK-A)
Commander
Defence Advisory Training Team
(DATT) Libya
Even Tvedt
International Security Advisor
Statoil
Francesco Cammarata
General Manager Africa Region B
Technip
Gregory Eatmon
Security Director
Baker Hughes
Jim Coates
General Manager, Tripoli
KBR
Martin Holifield
Group Security Manager
Dana Petroleum
Sherif Amin
HSE Director
Pico International Petroleum
Ashley Allen
Middle East and North Africa Analyst
Overseas Security Advisory Council
(OSAC), U.S. Department of State
Tom Martin
Oil & Gas Safety Consultant
Shikra Consulting

SURVIVOR OF THE IN AMENAS ATTACK

Patrick Black
Senior Expert, Protective Security
OMV
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Benefits of attending
In Amenas was a game changer.
It demonstrated that oil & gas companies are now being specifically targeted
by terrorist organisations. And the evolving security threats don’t stop there.
With threats such as border security, extremism and political instability, now
is the time to take proactive steps to prevent, predict and protect against the
security threats you face when operating in North Africa.
The North African Oil & Gas Infrastructure Security conference is unique in
providing access to region-specific information and intelligence on how to
take a proactive approach towards your security strategy. Bringing together
a mix of government and industry speakers and participants, the vital
discussions had will provide you with the intelligence, tools and contacts to
implement a robust security strategy.

9th – 12th December 2013
Hear what previous Oil & Gas
Infrastructure Security attendees
had to say
“I have attended and spoken on
numerous international and local
security forums and none so far
match the level of professionalism,
depth and overall significance to
the industry as that which Hanson
Wade exhibited during the entire
programme”
West African Gas Pipeline Company

Attend North African Oil & Gas Infrastructure Security and:
•

Understand the current political situation in Libya and what this means
for your operations in the region: UK Defence Advisory Team provides an
intelligence update and strategic advice on border security considerations

•

Reduce your vulnerabilities based on Baker Hughes’ six risk-based
decision making factors: Create and maintain a strategy that factors in
current and predicated security threats

•

Discover how to conduct successful business operations in an
increasingly complex political and security landscape: Technip reveals
its experiences of operating in Libya and strategic proprieties for the next
6-12 months

•

Find out how you will benefit from improved communication and
transparency: KBR showcases steps being taken to create a regional and
national information infrastructure within Libya

•

Understand the value of intelligence in security and evaluate the
additional protection measures available to you: From managing a guard
force to implementing innovative security technologies, evaluate and
benchmark with Dana Petroleum, BG Group and OMV

•

Take proactive measures to minimise your risk of being targeted:
Understand what the future holds for North Africa and how you can take
proactive measures to minimise your risk of being targeted

Who should attend?
Expect to meet the following representatives from oil & gas operating and
service companies:
• General Managers
• Country Security Managers
• Global Heads of Security
• Security Managers/Coordinators
• Regional Heads of Security
/Security Managers
Also expect to meet representatives from:
• Government
• Risk Intelligence
• Military
• Insurance
• Associations
• Legal
• Private Security
• Technology

“Excellent interactive forum
between industry and stakeholders
focused on highlighting challenges
and providing workable solutions.
Looking forward to the next
conference”
Chevron

“I am delighted to be part of this
conference because it has offered
me an ample opportunity to share
ideas with other stakeholders and
good networking which will assist in
developing my operations.”
Amni International Petroleum Company

“Illuminating and provides a
basis for thought going forward as
my company (NOC) delves into
exploration with respect to the
security threats highlighted in the
two days”
National Oil Corporation of Kenya

“A top take-away is the ability
to benchmark on all aspects of
security”
Afren

“Great conference, very well
organised, right delegates,
networking was excellent”

Search groups for: Oil & Gas Infrastructure Security
to join the online community.

Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685
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Case Study

10th December 2013

Day 1
08.15 Registration, Refreshments & Networking
09.00 Chairman’s Opening Remarks

Political Context And Intelligence Update
09.10 KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: Ensuring Successful
Business Operations In This High Risk Region:
Navigating An Increasingly Complex Political And
Security Landscape In North Africa
• Technip’s experiences of operating in Libya to date
• Balancing strategic priorities with practical security
barriers of operating in this high risk country
• Integrating security into overall business operations
to ensure successful and safe operations
• Outlining concerns for the next 6-12 months: What
should the industry be prepared for?
Francesco Cammarata, General Manager, Africa
Region B, Technip
09.50 KEYNOTE PRESENTATION: Providing An
Intelligence Update: Predicting Future Trends Based
On The Latest Information And Intelligence
• Understanding the current political situation in
Libya: What does this mean for your operations?
• Assessing border security considerations
• What does the future hold for North Africa?
Brigadier Hugh Blackman (UK-A), Commander,
Defence Advisory Training Team (DATT) Libya
10.30 Speed Networking & Refreshments

Crisis Management & Incident Response
11.30 The In Amenas Terror Attack: Hostage Incident
Management in Statoil
• Outlining details of the attack
• Revealing Statoil’s handling of the incident
• What Statoil learned from the incident
• The way forward for Statoil
Even Tevdt, International Security Advisor, Statoil
12.30 Human Behaviours During A Crisis: Is Preparation
Possible?
• Revealing mechanics of human perception and
reaction under stress
• Ground level observations from In Amenas and
elsewhere
• Understanding what works
• Can preparations be effective and efficient?
Tom Martin, Oil & Gas Safety Consultant,
Shikra Consulting
(Survivor of the in amenas attack)

Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685
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13.10 Networking Lunch

Risk Mitigation Strategies
14.10 Adapting Your Business Strategy Based On Six RiskBased Decision Making Factors
• Explaining the six factors
• Creating and maintaining a business strategy that
factors in current and predicted security threats
• Sharing examples of decisions made and initiatives
put in place to tackle these risks
• Expectations of the impact political fall-out in
North Africa will have on business operations in the
coming months
Gregory Eatmon, Security Director, Baker Hughes
14.50 CASE STUDY: Creating An Integrated Security
Structure To Meet The New Threats
• Assessing recent work to develop structures and
systems to bridge between oil company and
government responsibilities
• Analysing the systems view of an integrated security
system
Jim Coates, General Manager, Tripoli, KBR
15.30 Afternoon Refreshments & Networking
16.00 Sharing Experiences and Lessons Learned For
Security In the Energy Sector Post The Arab Spring
• Shining the spotlight on law and order, arms
proliferation, Islamic extremist networks and
lawless border regions
• Understanding the progress of the political process
in Libya
• Identifying the challenges: What are the obstacles
we face and the way forward from chaos to
democracy?
• Assessing the impact on the energy sector
Muftah Elaherish, Independent Consultant, Former
HSSE/SP Manager, Shell Libya
16.40 Delivering A Maghreb/Sahara/Sahel Risk Inventory:
Outlook And Corporate Readiness
• Risk inventory, assessment and outlook
• Prioritising the most important risk sources
• Detailing facts that companies need to consider
when doing business in the region: Including
insights into insurgent groups and government
• Understanding corporate posture: Suggestions and
ideas on how to prepare a company for such an
environment, with the developments expected to
last over a decade
Arezki Daoud, Editor, The North Africa Journal
17.20 Chairman’s Closing Remarks & Close Of Day 1

Email: info@hansonwade.com

North African Oil & Gas Infrastructure Security
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Networking Session

9th – 12th December 2013
Case Study

11th December 2013

Day 2
08.15 Registration, Refreshments & Networking

13.30 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION: Assessing Operational
And Tactical Security Requirements
This session breaks down the discussions country-bycountry. Select to join the discussion on Algeria, Egypt
or Libya. Each group will discuss:
• Threat analysis: What are the most significant threats
you face operating in this region?
• What can be done to counter these threats? Assessing
tried and tested solutions
• Making recommendations for future security threats
Facilitated by Boudiaf Halim, Algeria Security Manager,
ConocoPhillips

09.00 Chairman’s Opening Remarks

Sharing Operating Experiences
09.10 CASE STUDY: Learning Critical Lessons From
Operating In Egypt
• Evaluating protective and defensive actions required
for oil & gas working sites
• Business Continuity Management before, during and
after crises
• Factoring in complacency and business restoration
Sherif Amin, HSE Director, Pico International Petroleum

14.30 Applying Fresh Intelligence From Colombia And
Liberia To See How This Can Be Scaled Out In The
North Africa Region
• Analysing corporate behaviour
• Developing strategy in high risk environments
• Learning lessons from global hotspots

09.50 PANEL DISCUSSION: Assessing Additional Security
Measures: From Managing A Guard Force To
Implementing Innovative Security Technologies
• Examining the range of security measures available
• Finding the right combination of soft and hard
solutions
• Working effectively with solution providers
• Ensuring quality of service from local employees
Martin Holifield, Group Security Manager,
Dana Petroleum
Mahmoud Fawzy, HSSE Manager, BG Group
Patrick Black, Senior Expert, Protective Security, OMV

Jennifer Giroux, Research Fellow, Crisis & Risk
Network, Center for Security Studies
15.10 Afternoon Refreshments & Networking

Future Predictions And Prioritising Responses
15.40 Predicting The Security Landscape In December 2014
• Predicting how threats will develop: Focus on Algeria
and Libya
• Understanding priorities for action
• Coordinating a joined up approach to tackling security
challenges in North Africa
Ashley Allen, Middle East and North Africa Analyst,
Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC), U.S.
Department of State

10.30 Morning Refreshments & Networking
11.10 Oil & Gas Operations In Complex Environments: An
Operators Perspective
• Assessing operations in Libya, Tunisia and Yemen
• Understanding the role of information-led security
• Evaluating threat identification and mitigation
measures
• Implementing business resilience measures
• The role of triggers, warnings and indicators
Patrick Black, Senior Expert, Protective Security, OMV
11.50 CASE STUDY: Operating Insights From BG Group
• Sharing recent experiences of operating in high risk
countries: Special focus on Egypt
• Outlining concerns for future developments
• Revealing future plans and initiatives
Mahmoud Fawzy, HSSE Manager, BG Group

16.20 CLOSING GROUP DISCUSSION
• Prioritising immediate and long-term actions
• Making recommendations and identifying
stakeholders responsible for taking ownership
• Identifying areas of immediate concern and potential
future threats
Facilitated by John Hamilton, Director, Cross-border
Information
17.00 Chairman’s Closing Remarks & Close Of Conference

12.30 Networking Lunch

Country Specific Threat Analysis And Solution
Identification
Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685

www.ogis-northafrica.com

“This is my first time at this conference and I’m
looking forward to meeting experts and interested
parties in energy security in MENA so that I
can lean more of industry requirements and
developments in technology”
Jim Coates
General Manager, Tripoli
KBR
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Pre-Conference Workshop: Improving Incident Response & Crisis
Management Capabilities in a Complex North African Operating Environment

Date: 9th December 2013
Time: 9.00 – 16.00

Whilst every incident is unique and will require a tailored response, it is paramount that essential capacities are in place
before an incident occurs, to enable you to adequately manage the situation in real-time.
Attend this workshop and:
•

Anticipate how and where you will be targeted based on incident trends and patterns

•

Evaluate the risk mitigation measures you can implement to prevent a crisis occurring

•

Understand how recent incidents have influenced the way in which crisis management should be handled

•

Discuss, debate and generate solutions with your industry peers in this closed forum

•

Gain insights into effective post incident management: Make sure you know what immediate and long-term actions you
should take following an incident to avoid a reoccurrence and manage the fallout

You’ll leave with:
•

A clear understanding of the critical measures you should put in place prior to, during and after an incident

•

Insights and shared experiences from your industry peers: Find out how they have tackled crises and the lessons they
have learned
Interactive workshops are designed to provide the forum to share experiences and generate solutions to common problems
faced by your industry peers. Workshops include scenario-based exercises, group discussions, team exercises and
presentations. This is an opportunity to really get to grips with one of your biggest challenges

Post Conference Training Day: Effectively Implementing Risk Assessments
And Applying Risk Intelligence To Create A Robust Security Strategy

Date: 12th December 2013
Time: 9.00 – 16.00

This workshop aims to introduce the methodology and to remove some of the smoke and mirrors surrounding risk assessments.
In so doing you will understand how, through effective use of the process, cost effective security measures can be applied to
any organisation or facility to ensure the effective assessment and mitigation of security risks.
Attend this training day and learn:
•

How to optimise the design, development and management of your intelligence capability in North Africa

•

What can be learned from security risk mitigation in North Africa?

•

Analysis of the latest statistics, trends and emerging intelligence

•

How to apply this intelligence to increase the strength of your security strategy

•

The outcome you can expect to achieve from successful implementation

You will leave with:
•

A clear understanding of the best ways to utilise current intelligence to optimise your security capabilities

•

A deep knowledge of best practice and critical lessons learned from industry peers

•

Practical measures you can implement immediately when you return to the office to achieve a robust security strategy
At every Hanson Wade Security event, a dedicated workshop is included to ensure that the practical element of managing
security can be addressed as well as the strategic and tactical. This particular course is specifically designed to ensure
participants leave armed with a better understanding of what crises could occur and how to respond most effectively.
Due to the interactive and hands on nature of the course, numbers are strictly limited, and we would therefore encourage
you to register your involvement early to avoid disappointment.
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Speakers
Ashley Allen
Middle East and North
Africa Analyst
Overseas Security
Advisory Council
(OSAC), U.S.
Department of State

The Overseas Security Advisory
Council (OSAC) was created in
1985 under the Federal Advisory
Committee Act to promote security
cooperation between American
private sector interests worldwide
and the U.S. Department of State.

Francesco Cammarata
General Manager
Africa Region B
Technip

In 2008 Mr Cammarata joined
Technip with responsibility for
North Africa Business Development
and the management of the Libya
office. He has pursued projects for
the Oil & Gas upstream, refinery
and petrochemical industries.

Muftah Elaherish
Independant
Consultant, Former
HSSE/SP Manager
Shell Libya

Muftah has 35 of years of
experience in the Oil & Gas
sector, employed by local and
international companies including
SOC, ENI, BG and Shell. His
expertise lies in health, safety,
security and environment (HSSE).

John Hamilton
Director
Cross-border
Information (CbI)

John is a specialist in North
Africa and Iraqi Kurdistan and
produces regular analyses, detailed
monitoring reports and briefings
for CbI’s private clients. John is
the lead author of a special report
entitled Libya’s Energy Future.

Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

Patrick Black
Senior Expert,
Protective Security
OMV

Sherif Amin
HSE Director
Pico International
Petroleum

Sherif has been in his current
position within Pico International
Petroleum for over 6 years. Prior
to this he gained experience as
the Vice Chairman for HSE at
the Egyptian General Petroleum
Corporation and as Chairman
Assistant for Operations and
Technical Affairs at the Petroleum
Safety and Environmental Services
Company.

Patrick has 23 years uniformed
service. His previous roles include
Regional Security Advisor with BP
Group Security and with NATO
Industrial Planning Committee as
an Expert in oil and gas Critical
National Infrastructure Protection.

Arezki is a leading analyst on
North African affairs. He has been
editor of The North Africa Journal
since 1996. Mr. Daoud’s analytical
expertise on the region spans from
the energy and industrial sectors to
security and political affairs.

Jennifer’s experience includes
working with the United Nations,
the Centre for Terrorism and
Intelligence Studies and the Centre
for Nonproliferation Studies. Her
current project looks specifically
at global trends in energy
infrastructure targeting.

Tom has delivered a range of safety,
risk management and emergency
planning solutions to Upstream Oil
and Gas clients. Recently this has
included management and safety
support to onshore 3D seismic
surveys and onshore drilling &
completions. Tom is a survivor of
the In Amenas attack.

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685

www.ogis-northafrica.com

Gregg has over 30 years managerial
experience with expertise in
global security and intelligence;
intelligence led threat assessment
and risk mitigation; protective
analysis; government relations;
business resiliency and continuity;
crisis management and training;
and strategic scenario-planning.

Boudiaf Halim
Algeria Security
Manager
ConocoPhillips

Boudiaf has responsibility for
security for ConocoPhillips’ assets
in Algeria. Prior to taking up
his current position he held the
position of National Operations
Coordinator at ConocoPhillips.

Even Tvedt
International Security
Advisor
Statoil

Tom Martin
Oil & Gas Safety
Consultant
Shikra Consulting

Martin Holifield
Group Security
Manager
Dana Petroleum

Prior to working at Dana
Petroleum, Martin held the position
of Security Manager for Africa
at Baker Hughes and Security
Manager for Angola. He has
experience and oversight of all
aspects of physical, technical and
IP Security.

Gregory Eatmon
Security Director
Baker Hughes

Jennifer Giroux
Research Fellow, Crisis
& Risk Network
Center for Security
Studies

Mahmoud Fawzy
HSSE Manager
BG Group

Mahmoud is the HSSE Manager
for BG Group based in Egypt.
Mahmoud has been in this role for
seven years. BG Group has played
a leading role in the development
of Egypt’s natural gas industry and
is responsible for around a third of
all gas produced in Egypt.

Brigadier Blackman served over
two years as the Commander of the
International Military Advisory &
Training Team and Military Advisor
to the Government of Sierra Leone
before his current tour in Tripoli,
Libya.

Arezki Daoud
Editor
The North Africa
Journal

Jim Coates
General Manager,
Tripoli
KBR

Prior to taking up is current
position, Jim worked as a Aviation
Development Director and before
this as a Project Director at KBR.
Jim also has experience of working
as the General Manager of BRAMA
where he was responsible for turnround and contract management of
military fast jet training base.

Brigadier Hugh
Blackman (UK-A)
Commander
Defence Advisory
Training Team (DATT)
Libya

Even was one of three individuals
charged with leading the incident
management for the In Amenas
attack. He will be sharing details of
what happened, how the incident
was handled and the crucial
lessons learned.
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Why Sponsor?
Do you have a service or product that could help companies in the North African oil & gas industry maximise the
security of their assets? If so, are you looking to capitalise on the huge exposure and a credible platform in front of
senior security representatives who are actively looking for security solutions?

Hanson Wade’s Security events consistently deliver
the game-changing information that allows your
clients to stay one step ahead of the threat. Benefit
from positioning yourself as an industry expert in
front of an audience of potential clients from across
the global oil & gas industry.
Position yourself as an industry leader in security
services

What sponsorship opportunities are available?
Speaking Engagement: Demonstrate thought leadership and present
your message through a presentation built in the agenda.
Hosted Dinner/Lunch: Gain recognition as an industry leader by
securing dedicated networking time with key potential clients.
Hosted Cocktail Reception: Lead your industry in a cocktail reception
and continue your conversations with potential clients.

Build credible relationships with future buyers

Branding Partner: This package will ensure you stay front on mind
during and following the conference.
Access the increasingly affected oil & gas market

Bespoke sponsorship packages are available – we would be happy to
discuss your specific requirements.

For information on
sponsorship, please contact
Miles Harley at:
mharley@hansonwade.com
or call +44 (0) 20 3141 8700

“We have walked away with over 20 qualified , actionable leads
and these have generated 3 long-term and on-going evaluations”
Tim Loser, Managing Director, Energy Navigator

Here is a snapshot of companies that have attended a Hanson Wade security
event in 2013:

Media partners:
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Priority Code:

SPK

Event Prices

Register
Online: www.ogis-northafrica.com
Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700
Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685
Email: register@hansonwade.com

Register & Pay
before Friday
30th August
2013*

Package

Register & Pay
before Friday
27th September
2013*

Register & Pay
before Friday 1st
November 2013*

Standard
Price*

Oil & Gas Operators/Associations/Military/Government

Mail:
Hanson Wade
Charter House
13-15 Carteret St
London, SW1H 9DJ

GOLD PACKAGE
Conference + Full Day
Workshop + Training Course

€2297 + VAT
(save €700)

€2397 + VAT
(save €600)

€2497 + VAT
(save €500)

€2597 + VAT
(save €400)

SILVER PACKAGE
Conference + Full Day
Workshop OR Training Course

€1698 + VAT
(save €500)

€1798 + VAT
(save €400)

€1898 + VAT
(save €300)

€1998 + VAT
(save €200)

Team Discounts

BRONZE PACKAGE
Conference Only

€1099 + VAT
(save €300)

€1199 + VAT
(save €200)

€1299 + VAT
(save €100)

€1399 + VAT

• 10% discount – 3 delegates

Solution Providers

• 15% discount – 4 delegates
• 20% discount – 5 or more delegates

GOLD PACKAGE
Conference + Full Day
Workshop + Training Course

€3897 + VAT
(save $700)

€3997 + VAT
(save $600)

€4097 + VAT
(save $500)

€4197 + VAT
(save $400)

Please note that discounts are only valid when three or more
delegates from one company book and pay at the same time.

SILVER PACKAGE
Conference + Full Day
Workshop OR Training Course

€3298 + VAT
(save €500)

€3398 + VAT
(save €400)

€3498 + VAT
(save €300)

€3598 + VAT
(save €200)

Venue and Accommodation

BRONZE PACKAGE
Conference Only

€2699 + VAT
(save €300)

€2799 + VAT
(save €200)

€2899 + VAT
(save €100)

€2999 + VAT

Venue
Corinthia Hotel St George’s Bay, St. George’s Bay, St. Julians,
STJ 3301, Malta. reservations.malta@corinthia.com

Please select your choice of workshop: Pre Conference Workshop

Accommodation
Overnight accommodation is not included in the registration
fee, however accommodation options will be sent out with
your confirmation email upon registering.

Post Conference Training Day

VAT is charged at 18%
*All discount offers (including team discounts) require payment at the time of registration to receive any
discount. ‘Early Bird’ discounts require payment at time of registration and on or before the cut-off date to
receive any discount. All discount offers cannot be combined with any other offer. The conference fee includes
lunch, refreshments and course documentation. The fee does not include travel or hotel accommodation.

Delegate Details
Title:

Forename:

Surname:

Job Title:		

Company/Organisation:

Email:		

Direct Manager:

Address:
			
Country:		

Direct Telephone:

Direct Fax:		

Mobile:

Switchboard:		

Signature:

Postcode:

Date:

Payment Details
Number of delegates:

Amount: €

Conference Documentation:

Card No:			

Credit Card:

Visa

Mastercard

Amex

Valid from:

/

Expiry Date:

/

Cardholder name:
Signature:			

Date:

Card billing address:
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Changes to Conference & Agenda: Hanson Wade reserves the right to
postpone or cancel an event, to change the location or alter the advertised
speakers. Hanson Wade is not responsible for any loss or damage or costs
incurred as a result of substitution, alteration, postponement or cancellation
of an event for any reason and including causes beyond its control
including without limitation, acts of God, natural disasters, sabotage,
accident, trade or industrial disputes, terrorism or hostilities.

Data Protection: The personal information shown and/or provided by you
will be held in a database. It may be used to keep you up to date with
developments in your industry. Sometimes your details may be obtained or
made available to third parties for marketing purposes. If you do not wish
your details to be used for this purpose, please write to: Database Manager,
Hanson Wade, Charter House, 13-15 Carteret Street, London SW1H 9DJ

Hanson Wade Limited. Registered in England & Wales. Company No: 6752216 VAT No. 970 0592 22

Tel: +44 (0) 203 141 8700

Fax: +44 (0) 207 222 2685

www.ogis-northafrica.com

Email: info@hansonwade.com

Code: 3909

Full payment is due on registration. Cancellation and Substitution Policy:
Cancellations must be received in writing. If the cancellation is received
more than 14 days before the conference attendees will receive a full credit
to a future conference. Cancellations received 14 days or less (including the
fourteenth day) prior to the conference will be liable for the full fee.
A substitution from the same organisation can be made at any time.

